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ABOUT THE RESEARCH GROUP

The Innovation Networks research group focuses on supporting
and developing partnerships that enable organisations to address
complex issues. Together with students, lecturers, professionals and
partners, the research group develops, implements and evaluates
tools, work formats and examples in an economy in transition with
the aim of enabling organisations to innovate their current and
future context.
The research group began in September 2017. This is the second annual update. In the first
year, the research group mainly focused on developing a research agenda, composing the
required research group and applying for the necessary funding. Last year the focus was on
implementing the proposed projects and setting up the ‘Networking University of Applied
Sciences’.
The research group is currently working on the following key issues:
● What new forms of cooperation support an economy in transition?
● How do we ensure that innovation makes a difference in the short term and long term?
● What new organisational formats will we require for this?
● What does an organisation need to get a handle on its current and future context?
● What is the role of design in this?

Christine De Lille, PhD, MSc

SOCIAL CHALLENGES IN THE REGION
Cooperation from theory to action

Scaling up the impact in the region

Designing new forms of innovation networks

Combination of short term action and a long term vision
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Starting in 2020 the research group will be part of the new Mission Zero Centre of Expertise.
This means the focus of the research group will shift to forming networks for a circular economy.

Mission and objectives
To support and design forms of cooperation that enable organisations to address complex issues.
● implementing practice oriented research to develop, evaluate and implement tools, work formats and examples
that support organisations in their collaborative efforts;
● to conduct practice oriented research as a component of training future professionals;
● actively disseminating and translating knowledge to education and the external network of THUAS

Output indicators
● Research
● Education and professionalisation
● Professional practice and society

Principles of practice-oriented research
●
●
●
●
●
●

Demand-driven
Practice-oriented
Cooperation within the triad of Knowledge-Education-Practice
Co-creation with the target group and current and future professionals
Multidisciplinary
Focus on learning and results
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RESEARCH GROUP AND DOCTORAL CANDIDATES

Research group (5.8 FTE)
Professor

Support

Nathalie van der
Voort-Remkes
Senior management
assistant

Christine De Lille, PhD, MSc
Professor Innovation Networks

Lecturer-researchers

Armand van Oostrom
International
Business,
BFM Faculty

Xiao Peng
International
Business,
BFM Faculty

Gabriela
Bustamante-Castillo
Industrial Design
Engineering,
TIS Faculty

Chris Heydra
Communications
and Multimedia
Design, IT&D Faculty,
Researcher TNE
Platform

Gerard Kranenburg
Academy of M&PC,
Researcher TNE
Platform

Albert Coumans
Small Business &
Retail Management,
BFM Faculty

Marjanne CuypersHenderson
Industrial Design
Engineering,
TIS Faculty

Fenne van Doorn
Communications and
Multimedia Design,
IT&D Faculty

Gaby Eenschoten
Communicatie,
Multimedia Design,
IT&D Faculty

Heleen Geerts
Small Business and
Retail Management,
BFM Faculty
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RESEARCH GROUP AND DOCTORAL

Lecturer-researchers

Jolien van Langelaar
Small Business and
Retail Management,
BFM Faculty

Lenny van Onselen
Industrial Design
Engineering,
TIS Faculty

Janneke Sluijs
Industrial Design
Engineering,
TIS Faculty

Anja Overdiek
Senior researcher,
BFM Faculty

Sander Limonard
Small Business and
Retail Management,
BFM Faculty,
Researcher TNE
Platform

Rogier Dop
Researcher Food
Innovation Networks,
BFM Faculty

Chris Detweiler
Communications and
Multimedia Design,
IT&D Faculty

Shahab Zehtabchi
Industrial Design
Engineering,
TIS Faculty

Nico Persoon
TIS Faculty Office

Doctoral candidates
Within the research group, Lenny van Onselen is working on her doctoral research with an internal
doctoral voucher. Shahab Zehtabchi and Marjanne Cuypers are preparing their doctoral research.
Shahab will submit an application in 2019. Christine also supervises doctoral candidates at TU Delft:
Julia Debacker, Barend Klitsie and Niya Stoimenova.
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LINES OF RESEARCH
The Innovation Networks research group conducts research to enable organisations to
innovate their current and future context. The group pursues these three lines of research:

‘

Designing Innovation Networks

’ ‘

What new forms of cooperation support an economy in
transition? And what new organisational formats will we
require for this? The research group is an active partner
in setting up networks to scale up the use of innovation.
By immediately linking this to research, the lessons learned
can be applied to other contexts as well.

‘

Organising Innovation Spaces

Role of Design in Research

’

These research lines require research to take an active role
and put design at the core of its activities. In ‘Role of Design
in Research’ we focus on this explicitly.

’

What does an organisation need to get a handle on its
current and future context? How is this actually implemented
at a local level? How do other innovation spaces (such as
pop-ups, field labs and living labs) ensure that innovation
makes a difference in the short and long term? This research
line focuses on enabling people to experience the innovation
networks.

A panel discussion about the role of design in research, with,
among others, NWO, TU Delft, CLICKNL, Topteam Creatieve
Industrie and professor Christine De Lille

Designing Innovation Networks
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RESEARCH CONTEXT
Initially, the application of the research lines focuses on three contexts embedded in the
region of the Hague:

RETAIL

The retail industry is undergoing several transitions at once: to online,
greater focus on omnichannel customer experience and robots replacing
part of the workforce. What does retail need to become future-proof?
The research group is also a member of the Dutch HBO Retail Innovation
Platform, which is supported by SIA.

AGRO/FOOD/PACKAGING

MOBILITY

Agro/Food in the Hague region is an innovative force
at a global level, with the Westland and Greenport
nearby. This industry needs a systematic change
in areas such as consumer behaviour, waste flows
for packaging and food waste and technological
innovation in circular food production.

A large network of organisations within THUAS
has the ambition to improve mobility in the
long term, using autonomous vehicles. The
research group wants to actively support
URBINN (www.urbinn.nl), which is led by
professor John Bolte.
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LINES OF RESEARCH

Focus on Designing Innovation Networks
With Marjanne Cuypers-Henderson, Shahab Zehtabchi, Janneke Sluijs, Heleen Geerts, Rogier Dop, Xiao Peng,
Sander Limonard, Fenne van Doorn, Chris Detweiler and Armand van Oostrom.

Ontwerpen van (dialogen in) netwerken
OBJECTIVE

BY WHOM

FOR WHOM
DURATION
FUNDING

How can we facilitate the dialogue between organisations in a network so they can make greater strides
in innovation? And who must be involved in this? The questions are being analysed in the context of the
food packaging industry.
	
Janneke Sluijs with TNO (author), City of Zaanstad, Clondalkin, Hill’s Pet, University of Twente, RIVM,
Maastricht University, Aeres Hogeschool and others.
	
packaging industry
18 months until the end of 2019.
NWA

Collaboration efforts between
universities of applied sciences,
government and industry
OBJECTIVE

BY WHOM

FOR WHOM

DURATION
FUNDING

Designing Food Webs
OBJECTIVE

Develop industry-level collaboration
efforts to ensure innovation in the industry,
supported by universities of applied
sciences and government.
	
Heleen Geerts, with, among others, SDF,
Inretail, thuiswinkel.org, Retail Innovatie
Platform,
	
industries, universities of applied sciences,
students and research
18 months until the end of 2019
Stichting Detailhandelsfond

BY WHOM

FOR WHOM
DURATION
FUNDING

 rganising a network as a circular system
O
is still not enough. In nature, an ecosystem
boasts a food web structure with multiple
links among the participants. This research
looks at what we can learn from food webs
in the context of the agro/food industry.
	
Marjanne Cuypers and Rogier Dop with,
among others, University of Copenhagen,
The New Farm, World Start-up Factory,
Border Sessions, De Haagse Zwam.
agro/food companies
18 months until the end of 2019
internal, in preparation for an NWA application

Design international networks
through education projects
OBJECTIVE

BY WHOM

FOR WHOM
DURATION
FUNDING

Education results have an impact on the
context in which they take place. This
research looks at how to increase the
impact of these results in international
networks.
	
Shahab Zehtabchi, with Doctors without
Borders, Museon, TU Eindhoven and the
University of Liverpool
	
degree programmes
until the end of 2019
	
internal, in preparation for the NWO
PhD application

Creating their own Food web with stakeholders, research by
Marjanne Cuypers-Henderson
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DESIGNING INNOVATION NETWORKS

Prototyping future learning experiences for a networking university
OBJECTIVE

BY WHOM
FOR WHOM
DURATION
FUNDING

	
How do you create room within the existing educational structure to try out new forms of education
and partnerships? How do you create prototypes of new education experiences and how do you
scale those up, if proven successful? These are the questions we want to answer in our research
project ‘prototyping future learning experiences’.
Chris Detweiler and Fenne van Doorn
Students, lecturers, researchers and external partners
4 months, continued in 2020 in the Networking University of Applied Sciences project.
Internal, research group

The governance structure of cooperatives and investor-owned firms:
collaborations between academics and practitioners.
PROJECT

BY
FOR WHOM
DURATION
FUNDING

	
This research helps entrepreneurs to understand what type of governance structure would suit them
best. Collaborations between academics and practitioners can lead practitioners to higher efficiency,
and at the same time stimulate new scientific discoveries for academics. This research aims to
understand how academics and practitioners collaborate and effectively learn from each other via
collaborative project assignments.
Xiao Peng
	Educators, Researchers and professionals
Until the end of 2020
Internal

Xiao Peng presenting her research at the XVII Triple Helix
International Conference in Cape Town in September 2019.
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ONDERZOEKSLIJNEN

Role of Design in Research
Met Lenny van Onselen, Janneke Sluijs en Gabriela Bustamante-Castillo.

Becoming a seasoned design professional: coping with value-based
conflicts in collaborative design practice
PROJECT

BY
FOR WHOM
DURATION
FUNDING

	Design students and junior design professionals often struggle to align their personal values with the
values of others. We conducted an interview study with 22 design professionals. Value-based conflicts
and coping processes were identified resulting in a comprehensive overview including 24 valuedifferences, 10 critical moments, five conflict categories and 11 ways of coping. A second study was
an action research with 29 junior design professionals and over 250 design students. Guidelines and
eleven tools have been developed to support junior designers to cope more effectively, through:
raising awareness, supporting reflection, increasing self-awareness and improving social skills.
	
Lenny van Onselen, Delft University of Technology and Fundamentals Academy
	
Young design professionals
Until the end of 2020
internal PhD voucher

Network of Applied Design Research (NADR): emancipating role of
design in research
OBJECTIVE

BY WHOM
FOR WHOM
DURATION
FUNDING

	Design professors want to achieve their own position in practice oriented research. This requires
the further emancipation of practice-oriented design research. This emancipation revolves around
interpretation and communication. How do we define practice-based design research? Research through
design (developing knowledge through design) differs from Design research (research about the design
process itself). Definitions must be clear and unambiguous. The objective of this research is to be
recognised as a full partner in design-oriented research based on knowledge,
content and practice-oriented scientific foundation.
	
Janneke Sluijs, NADR and TU Delft
	
students, researchers and designers
End of 2019, extended in NADR 2 to end of 2021
SIA Lectorenplatform

Research through Design Conference: legitimacy for design-led research
		 L
 egitimacy for Research through Design unlocks knowledge generated within the design process as valid
input for scientific breakthrough. The research-through-designer can leave the laboratory setting and
venture into complex environments with epistemological and methodological support. Of great challenge
to researchers using design as a source of data generation and collection, is critique elicited through
offhand remarks such as, ‘that’s not rigorous research’, or ‘how generalizable is this?’ We cannot avoid
this critique, but rather should let our research demonstrate value and impact. Through workshops and
panel discussions with amongst others NWO, CLICK NL and Design United the position and future of
Research through Design is explored.
BY
	
Christine De Lille, NADR and TU Delft
FOR WHOM
	
Researchers
Until 2019
DURATION
research group
FUNDING
PROJECT
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ROLE OF DESIGN IN RESEARCH

Jefta Bade provides background on how to use design
skills in research

Lenny van Onselen develops tools for designers
of value conflicts

During the Research through Design conference, Christine De Lille hosted a workshop with Prof. Pieter Jan Stappers
about the role of design in research. Lenny van Onselen and Marjanne Cuypers-Henderson participated.
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PROJECTS

Focus op Organising Innovation Spaces
With Anja Overdiek, Heleen Geerts, Gabriela Bustamante, Nico Persoon and Jolien van Langelaar

Retail Learning Labs
OBJECTIVE

BY WHOM

FOR WHOM
DURATION
FUNDING

		Develop a work format and corresponding toolbox for the six current retail labs of the Future Proof retail
project. This will increase to 11 labs over the course of 2019. This research will look at scaling up the
learning lab research.
	
Gabriela Bustamante-Castillo, Heleen Geerts and Anja Overdiek with SDF, TMO Fashion School, Hogeschool
Rotterdam, Inretail, Vakcentrum and others.
	
retailers, researchers and municipalities
18 months until the end of 2019
Stichting Detailhandelsfonds

Betafactory
OBJECTIVE

BY WHOM
FOR WHOM
DURATION
FUNDING

	
The Betafactory plays a major role in setting up and implementing the Learning Labs. Betafactory
Werkplaats (workshop) offers an environment for project development, and Betafactory takes the initiative
to match supply and demand between education and the private sector and develop the required facilities.
This research looks into the function of the Betafactory and its further development.
	
Nico Persoon
	degree programme, researchers, external partners, government
continuous
internal

Conclusion of the knowledge party of Future Proof Retail, a project
centred around the knowledge development of learning labs.
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RESEARCH CONTEXT

Focus on the context Agro/Food/Packaging
With Marjanne Cuypers-Henderson, Wander Colenbrander, Rogier Dop, Helen Arce Salazar, Frans Lodders, Nico Persoon and
Janneke Sluijs.

Urban Food Network
OBJECTIVE
BY WHOM
FOR WHOM
DURATION
FUNDING

		Setting up and designing a local Agro/Food network that aims to support innovation in the industry in
the short and long term.
Rogier Dop, Marjanne Cuypers-Henderson and Frans Lodders with local Agro/Food organisations.
	
regional agro/food organisations
18 months until the end of 2019.
ongoing, continued in an NWA subsidy application.
As of

Sustainable packaging
OBJECTIVE

BY WHOM

FOR WHOM

DURATION
FUNDING

Circular Packaging choices

		Set up a network for education and
research on sustainable packaging in
partnership with the Amsterdam and
HAS Universities of Applied Sciences
and the Sustainable Packaging Centre of
Expertise.
	
Marjanne Cuypers-Henderson, Wander
Colenbrander, Helen Arce Salazar
	packaging designers, consumers,
packaging producers
As of
until the end of 2020
15 May, 2019
	
Centre of Expertise
the pr

OBJECTIVE

BY WHOM
FOR WHOM

DURATION
FUNDING

oject has been
transferred to
Kim Poldner’s
research
group ‘Circul
ar
Business’

PACK CE (circular packaging)
OBJECTIVE

BY WHOM

FOR WHOM

DURATION
FUNDING

		 T
 he activities of the research group are
focused mainly on designing packaging
networks and facilitating a dialogue
within the industry to promote more
innovation in circular packaging.
	Nico Persoon, Janneke Sluijs with TNO
(author), City of Zaanstad, Clondalkin,
Hill’s Pet, University of Twente, RIVM,
Maastricht University, Aeres Hogeschool
and others
packaging industry, government and
future packaging designers.
18 months until the end of 2019
NWA, Circular Economy
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15 May, 2019

the project ha
s been
transferred to
Kim Poldner’s
research
group ‘Circul
ar
Business’

		 Gain insight into the
perceptionand choices of
consumers for circular packaging.
Helen Arce Salazar with KIDV and TU Delft
	packaging designers and packaging
industry
2018 - 2020.
NWO Post-doc

RESEARCH CONTEXT

Focus on the context Retail
With: Fenne van Doorn, Jolien van Langelaar, Gaby Eenschoten, Heleen Geerts, Gabriela Bustamante-Castillo,
Albert Coumans and Anja Overdiek. (entire team, not only Future Proof Retail)

Future-Proof Retail
Innovating an industry with new skills
2019 was the 2nd year of the Future-Proof Retail (FPR)
research programme, in which the pioneer efforts of five
universities of applied sciences, led by the Innovation
Networks research group, grew into a solid network of seven
universities of applied sciences and a region campus that
conduct research together and enable students to work in
11 local living labs. FPR has the following target groups and
objectives:
a. Make entrepreneurs and staff future-proof by co-creating
learning environments and tools for 21st century skills
development.
b. Connect cities with the development needs of
entrepreneurs and existing retail staff;
c. Support and connect the retail community (food, nonfood, brick and mortar, e-commerce);
d. Engage HBO and MBO students in learning directly in the
workplace and bringing HBO and MBO closer together

Inspiring to learn
in Retail Labs

Circularity in food retail

Creating a lively
city centre
LEEUWARDEN

ASSEN
Entrepreneurs learning
from entrepreneurs

MEPPEL

Business modelling,
innovation, change,
customer journey

Students reach out
to shop owners

Hospitality

LEIDSCHENDAM
VOORBURG

DEN HAAG
RIJSWIJK

DELFT

Experiencing in-store
customer technologies
for employees and managers

ROTTERDAM

Using new customer
technologies in shops

Dutch design co-creates
for the retail industry
EINDHOVEN

Working together with
students to learn how
retailers can use digital
innovations

ROERMOND

Learning food retail skills

Figuur 1

staff members entrepreneurs

150

1

200

creative
industry

8
500

universities of
applied
sciences

students

1

10

events

industry organisations
Figure 2 Connecting the industry

The six local labs, founded in 2018, are evaluated individually.
Each lab was designed and implemented as a temporary
partnership with retailers (entrepreneurs and/or sales staff)
with research, education (HBO and/or MBO) and government
(municipalities and their retail organisations) to scale up
the lab format. With lab format we refer to a specific way
of bringing together retailers, students and municipalities
around a skills theme, for example: working with in-store
technology, omni-channel, etc. Each lab is a learning
environment where entrepreneurs and/or staff members are
engaged and inspired to define and learn future skills around
a chosen theme.

Connecting research and education in the EHBR
Lab and Hype Lab

The two lab formats EHBR and Hype Lab had three editions
in 2019 and work well to mobilise retailers, allow students
to learn in the field and conduct research on skills. Both
labs operate ‘nomadically’: The labs bring students and
researchers to shopping centres and individual retail shops.
This is facilitated in partnership with municipalities and
shopping region managers. The students analyse, implement
experiments and give advice. They apply so-called designthinking. That means that they frame the retailer’s request
for help in a future-oriented framework (reframing). They
not only provide recommendations, for example on a more
innovative business model or the use of specific technology,
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PROJECTEN

With retailers in Mariahoeve working on Future Proof Retail.

Students and researchers also working together in Oud Rijswijk
on Future Proof Retail
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PROJECTS
but also connect these to actions and test these with the
retailer. EHBR and HYPE lab have now been tested in multiple
regions and their methodology is guaranteed through the
distribution of building tools for lab coordinators and learning
tools for lecturers. Research group members Anja Overdiek,
Heleen Geerts and Gabriela Bustamante (IDE) worked on this
together.

Living Lab Opbouw Tool

Set up the required
facilities for the operational
infrastructure (timeline, budget, network,
physical space, technology, etc.)

Building tool for lab coordinators
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strategy that engages, during every
phase of the Lab.
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Living Lab
Development Tool

Most research at the EHBR and Hype Lab is conducted by
students. They are supervised by researchers. This method
works well for the participating retailers: It seems to be
easier for the entrepreneurs to work with students than with
a researcher or an external advisor. Often they will listen to
the students’ ideas for new business models or the use of
technologies because the entrepreneur or staff member
also sees them as representatives of a new generation of
customers. The EHBR lab worked with 60 THUAS students
from the minor Advice and Change (ORM). The learning
resources of the minor were innovated for this. The Storey
lab research also worked with 20 students from the CMD
degree programme who, together with researcher Fenne van
Degree programme, designed co-creation tools for micro
entrepreneurs.

Partnership with the Sustainable Talent
Development Research Group

Two researchers and the professor of the Sustainable Talent
Development research group worked together with FRP
and collected data in the labs together with students. The
results of the qualitative research about staff skills (Silvan
Smulders) were summarised in a film www.futureproofretail.
nl/alle-tools. Based on 88 interviews, researcher Rainer
Hensel and graduating student Tom Ouwerkerk (ORM)
developed new knowledge about the characteristics of a
successful retail entrepreneur. These results were made into
a movie and used to create a test that was offered to partner
organisations in the industry (INretail, Vakcentrum) in 2019.

The Hague University of Applied Sciences
Lectoraat Innovation Networks
Bustamante, G., Overdiek, A. / 2020

EHBR Lab
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RESEARCH CONTEXT
Communication

To increase visibility of the learning results and outcomes
from research in the various labs and to share tools between
labs, we maintained the website www.futureproofretail.nl
throughout 2019 and sent out a quarterly newsletter.
We also made a magazine with success stories of individual

11 labs designed, set up

retailers. In October 2019 a major event was organised
during the Dutch Designweek in Eindhoven to share the
abovementioned results with the stakeholders. A hundred
policy-makers, municipalities, lecturers and retailers
attended.

Website and newsletter
with 500+ distributors

and researched in 2018/2019

2 scaled up lab success
formulas (EHBR and Hype)

Scalable ‘Learning
Journey’ for retailers in labs

Lab didactics for

Toolbox for shopping
areas with physical and digital

HBO

tools

Two cities want to

participate

Ecosystem Retail Labs Nederland

FPR researcher Fenne van Doorn:

Experiences and wishes of retailers
for skills development.
With the FPR project I focused on the experiences and
wishes of the retailers. We can create the best and most
future-proof tools, but if these don’t fit the context, needs
and lives of the retailers, these tools will not be used.
Eventually, with input from Weimarstraat entrepreneurs,
I developed two tools that challenge retailers to think about
themselves and their business today, over time and in the
future. The first version of the tools was tested in 4 stores
and an improved version was presented at the knowledge
party. This version was then further developed. The two final
tools were ready at the end of 2019: ‘Winkelgesprek’ and
‘Mijn winkel en ik’.

Figure 5
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PROJECTS

The following 2019 milestones deserve a special mention:
21 January: 	Exhibitor at ‘Netwerkdiner’ of THUAS,
The Hague
23 January: 	Exhibitor at Innovatieplaza during ‘Jaarcongres
Innovatief Haaglanden’, Delft
11 March: 		 Workshop at the Retail Innovatie Festival, 			
Retailagenda, Roosendaal
28 March:		 Presentation at ‘Landelijke docentendag BTG 		
Handel & Mode’ (MBO), Den Bosch
28 March: 		 Knowledge party with all partners FPR, HHS, 		
THUAS (60 participants)
24 April:			Presentation by Anja Overdiek about ‘Local
Heroes in Retail’, attended by economics
councillor, Bergen op Zoom
9 May:			 Workshop presentation ‘FutureProof 2019
Jaarcongres’, Vereniging van Hogescholen, 			
Den Bosch
14 May: 			Self-scan entrepreneurship offered at ‘Dag van
het Vakcentrum’, Amersfoort
23 May:			 FPR presentation at G-40
4 June: 		Keynote Anja Overdiek about ‘Local Heroes
in Retail’ at NRW breakfast session, Provada,
Amsterdam
6 June: 			 Exhibitor at TedXDelft, Delft
13 June:			Exhibitor symposium ‘At the table with The Next
Economy’, THUAS, The Hague
26 June: 	Exhibitor event Circularity, ‘Green is the new
Black’, Grand Café Z, Leeuwarden
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1 July: 			HYPE LAB ‘Back to College’, presentation of
research results, TMO, Doorn
2-5 Sept.:			Anja Overdiek en Heleen Geerts present a
paper at the European Network of Living
Labs (ENoLL) conference in Thessaloniki
(peer-reviewed)
23 Sept.:			 Host of the THUAS research lunch on Living
Labs (together with Janneke Vervloed)
19-27 October:	Exhibit Future-Proof Retail with a stand
of the NADR group of design professors
as part of Dutch Design Week in the
Klokgebouw, Eindhoven
23 October:			Organisation of event Re-Imagine Retail
during Dutch Design Week in Eindhoven (1
day/100 participants)
23 Oct.:				Pop-up store with FPR results/tools in
Microlab, Eindhoven
28 Oct.:				Anja Overdiek represents FPR at Retail
policy lunch Retail during annual ‘Dag van de
stad’ with government, municipalities and
partners
7 Nov.:				Provided two workshops about Living Labs
during THNKFST HHS
19 Nov.:				Anja Overdiek speaks at seminar ‘The
entrepreneurial salesperson’ by CNV trade
union in Zoetermeer
12 Dec.: 			Anja Overdiek presents Future-Proof Retail
at the expert session ‘Innovative Retail
Technology’ at ShoppingTomorrow in Zeist

2019 IN THE PICTURE

Sharing knowledge at the Future Proof Retail Knowledge party

How do we share research insights?
Visit to the New Designers Expo in London.

Opening of the academic year by
Christine de Lille: THUAS & the SDGs

Presentation of the book ‘Lokale
Helden’ by Anja Overdiek at the
National Retail conference

Share rich insights from 11 retail labs at the Future Proof Retail
knowledge party
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RESEARCH RESULTS

PhD defence by Tim Overkamp at
Linköping University in Sweden. Christine
De Lille is committee member.

Presentation of our research at Carnegie
Mellon University.

Study trip to the US, visit to Carnegie
Mellon University, Berkley, Stanford,
IDEO and California College of Arts.

Interview by Peter Troxler, lecturer at Rotterdam University of Applied
Sciences about Lab Fygital results at Future Proof Retail Knowledge party.

PhD defence by Ivo De Wit at University of Antwerpen, Christine
De Lille was committee member.
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2019 IN THE PICTURE

Heleen Geerts and Janneke
Vervloed present workshop at
THiNKFest on THUAS Living Labs

Presentation by Heleen Geerts and Anja Overdiek at
the ENOLL conference in Greece

Rogier Dop gives background on Food Innovation Networks at
research lunch

Partnership with ‘The Mall
of the Netherlands’ in
Leidschendam-Voorburg

Heleen Geerts shares experiences about working in
Labs for Future Proof Retail
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PARTNERS AND NETWORK

Knowledge partners

Partners
and network

Education partners

Partners and network
Partners

Knowledge partners
Education partners

Number

Professional partners

29
13

29
22

Professional
partners

KNOWLEDGE PARTNERS
●

Aalto University

●

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

Alfa College

●

Monash University

Avans University of Applied Sciences

●

●

Aeres Hogeschool

●

ArtEz Hogeschool

●
●

●
●

HAS Hogeschool

Hochschule Luzern

●

Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences

●
●
●

●

Hanze University of Applied Sciences Groningen

●
●

●

●

TNO

●
●

Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences

●

Zuyd University of Applied Sciences

RIVM

ROC Mondriaan (Regional Training Centre)

●

HU University of Applied Sciences Utrecht

NHL Stenden

●
●

Inholland University of Applied Sciences

Loughborough Univeristy

●

TMO Fashion School

Delft University of Technology
University of Twente

Maastricht University

University of Copenhagen
Wageningen University

EDUCATION PARTNERS
Degree Programmes:

●

International Business

●

Communication & Multimedia Design

●

Process & Food Technology

Industrial Design Engineering

●

●

Communication

●

ICT

●

●

●

●

Industrial Design Engineering

●

Small Business & Retail Management
User Experience Design
Nutrition and Dietetics

The Next Economy research platform

PROFESSIONAL PARTNERS (officially via subsidy projects, more)
●

Albert Heijn

●

City of Zaanstad

CBL

●

City of Zwolle

Cosun

●

●

Bijenkorf

●

Clondalkin

●
●

●
●

Design Management Netwerk

DOW Chemical

●

City of Assen

●
●
●

●
●

●

De Reactor

●
●

●

●

Chamber of Commerce

●
●

City of The Hague

●

City of Leidschendam-Voorburg

●

City of Roermond

●

City of Rotterdam

●
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HVC

Inretail

●

City of Delft

Hill’s Pet

●
●

FNV

City of Zoetermeer

Jumbo
NADR

Provincie Zuid-Holland

Retail Innovation Platform
Salesforce

Thuiswinkel.org
Vakcentrum

RESEARCH RESULTS

Publications
Academic publications
Popular publications in
traditional/social media

9
TOTAL

Publication in
trade journal

3

30

3

PUBLICATIONS
Book/report

34

12
Product/tool

Funding 2019 (FTE)

5,9
3,1
Total

47% externally funded

2.8

1st cash flow

Internal doctoral voucher 0,4
+ Extra transition-researchers
TNE: 1.2
Research group members: 1.5
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2nd cash flow

PACK CE 0.3
Future Proof Retail 2.3
NADR 0.2

RESEARCH RESULTS

External funding granted in 2019 (€)
The amounts below have been awarded to the Innovation Networks research group.
The total amount of project funding requested under the leadership of the research group
with its partners is 738,000 Euro.

80.000

14.000
171.000

CLICKNL-RVO
Future Proof Retail 2
Circular Packaging (post-doc grant)
NADR-2

Total: €659.000,00

394.000

In 2019 Gaby van Eenschoten
(University of Amsterdam) and
Gabriela Bustamante-Castillo
(University of Northumbria)
successfully completed their
master’s thesis at the research
group.
Conclusion of Future Proof Retail during Dutch Design Week with a sold-out
event for administrators and retailers. The accepted sequence of Future
Proof Retail begins in 2020.
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RESULTS OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONALISATION

Knowledge circulation

Total number of people
reached through lectures/
workshops/events and
other activities:

Number of
students

771

387

3460
3460

470 Number of

Number of
researchers

Number of
professionals or
general public

lecturers

LET’S PLAY NETWORK THUAS BINGO!
Find the people in the overview and let them write their usernames in the according box.
Once you have four in a row: BINGO! Come and find a colleague from the Innovation Networks
research group in the Innovation Playground with your card.

Let’s find…
A team member of the
winning team the Olive
Award of 2018

A colleague that brings
their own lunch

Colleagues from 5
different educational
programmes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A faculty director of
another faculty

A person you cannot
work without (from FZ
or IT)

A colleague from the
library

A lector

Someone with more
than 3 kids

Someone that sports
with colleagues

Someone who works at
4th floor of Poseidon

An international
student

Someone that works
longer then 20 years at
THUAS

Someone who is part of
the THUAS Art
Commit-tee

Someone that works
at THUAS for less
than 2 months

Someone that is not at
THiNK FeST

Someone who is not a
colleague or a student
at THUAS

First 10 colleagues with BINGO get a “Lunch with someone from your BINGO” at the Lighthouse
café-Giftcard! And for those ambitious ones: the first with a full Bingo card wins drinks with their entire
Bingo card!

During the annual Thinkfest, the research group organised Network Bingo and other
events. The game helped colleagues to get to know each other and win a lunch with
someone from their Bingo card.
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Please make sure to write the usernames readable!

PUBLICATIONS AND FUNCTIONS

Publications
De Lille, C.S.H., Price, R., Bergema, K., (2019) Advancing Industry through Design: A Longitudinal Case Study of the Aviation Industry, She Ji: The Journal of Design,
Economics, and Innovation, Volume 5, Issue 4 pp 304-326
De Lille, C.S.H., Klitsie, B., Price, R., (2019) Overcoming the Valley of Death : A Design Innovation Perspective, The Design Management Journal, Volume 14,
Issue 1 pp 28-41
De Lille, C.S.H., Klitsie, B., Price, R., (2019), Exploring the Fourth Order: Organisational Infrastructure, Conference Proceedings of the Academy for Design Innovation
Management, Volume 2, Issue 1 pp 761-777
De Lille, C.S.H., Stoimenova, N., Stomph, S., (2019), The Organization as a Prototype, Conference Proceedings of the Academy for Design Innovation Management, Volume
2, Issue 1 pp 1096-1106
De Lille, C.S.H., Oonk, M., Calabretta, G., Hultink, Erik-Jan (2019), Envisioning a design approach towards increasing well-being at work, Conference Proceedings of the
Academy for Design Innovation Management, Volume 2, Issue 1 pp 722-735 (link to the publication)
Overdiek A. (2019) Lokale Helden en wat hebben ze nodig
Bustamante Castillo, B.G., Geerts, H., Overdiek, A. (2019) Living Labs for small retailers : in search of a framework and tools. https://www.dehaagsehogeschool.nl/docs/
default-source/documenten-onderzoek/lectoraten/innovation-networks/enoll2019_wip_submission_final.pdf?sfvrsn=e2a81cd8_2
Overdiek, A. (2019) Tussen clicks en bricks, Boekenblad
Overdiek, A. (2019) Winkelgebieden lopen leeg, maar kunnen profiteren van hun sociale functie
Peng, X, Liang, Q, Deng, W., Hendrikse G., (2019), CEOs versus members’ evaluation of cooperative performance: Evidence from China,
Geerts, H. (2019) Zelf-scan Ondernemerschap.
Onselen, L. (2019) Work book conflict handling for designers
Onselen, L. (2019) Design requirements to educate and facilitate junior design professionals to reflect more effectively on critical situations and conflicts at work.
Cambridge University Press, Volume 1, Issue 1 pp. 3241-3250

Committees and additional function: Christine De Lille
Board member Education & Research Design Management Network
Advisory Council Member Fundamentals Academy
Core member Network of Applied Design Research
Assistant Professor Technische Universiteit Delft
Core member Retail Innovation platform
Organisation of numerous academic conferences
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More information
Christine De Lille, PhD, MSc
06 198 447 24
c.s.h.delille@hhs.nl

The Hague University of Applied Sciences
Johanna Westerdijkplein 75
2521 EN The Hague

hhs.nl/onderzoek/lectoraten/details/innovation-networks

